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Mustang cobra super snake price

Let's be clear – 800bhp in a muscle car is a very silly idea. Especially if this car is driving on UK roads. So if you're going to almost double the output of mustang, it's best if the work is done by someone who knows what they're doing. Someone like Shelby.Carroll Shelby created his first fettled Mustang, GT350, in 1965. Since then, many high-performance variants have covered his
name, and after his death in 2012 the firm he founded — Shelby American — continued to build cars and develop new models worthy of that name. The scale of business has grown dramatically in recent years thanks to Shelby's reputation as a company to the tune of V8 Fords and is now a franchise around the world.&gt; Learn what a regular Ford Mustang is like to runThe only
official Shelby mod shop in the UK, and one of only three in Europe to have a Bill Shepherd Mustang. Thanks to Shepherd's background in racing old Fords, Cobras and Mustangs, he got to know Carroll Shelby personally and his Surrey-based outfit was chosen as a US company UK representitive. Today Bill Shepherd Mustang can turn a brand new Mustang, or turn your existing
car into a Shelby, complete with Shelby VIN and entry to the Shelby American World Registry.There are a couple of Shelby models that Bill Shepherd can build for you, the 670bhp GT or the 800bhp Snake Super. To convert the standard 5-liter V8 Mustang into a Super Snake, Shepherd adds a Whipple compressor and improves engine cooling to match increased output. The new
exhaust system then helps bump the maximum power of a nice round 800bhp and torque up to 640lb ft. To match the engine performance of a set of six-piston front and four-piston rear Wilwood caliper with ventilated discs replacing the standard brakes, rear drive shafts are exchanged for Ford Racing items, and 20-inch chiseled wheels are wearing Michelin Pilot Super Sport
tires. Fortunately, the Mustang's rolly and robust chassis is given a thorough go over, too: springs, shock absorbers and anti-roll bars are all replaced with Shelby components and Shepherd puts the car through a thorough alignment session and adjusts the castor and toe in all four corners. There are also some lighter parts of the body that help to compensate for the added
weight of the compressor, and they are connected by some cosmetic changes. Together they include a new hood, spoiler, splitter, side skirt and diffuser, all carbonfibre, as well as Super Snake specific gratings and stripes. Inside is a trio of new scales above the dash – about oil pressure, fuel pressure and increased pressure – plus Shelby embroidered headrests and floor mats.
Mechanical changes are much more obvious from the moment you start that V8. It's loud, and idle is busy and offbeat, but unlike the traditional muscle car burble, it's crisper and more aggressive. The same harshness then intensified as the revolutions increase, and it sounds like there's thunder hitting the back of the car. Commission 201 the pipes from the exhaust seem to attract
attention for miles around, so you can't appreciate your neighbors. Some compass Mustangs with similar massive power figures don't feel as fit as the numbers they promise. However, the Super Snake engine feels good for each of its 800bhp and cold but dry winter tarmac cars struggling to find traction in the first four of its gears: it's an unruly and wild thing. In rare cases, when
you manage to find enough adhesion to use more than half the throttle, the car's rear hunkers down and the rear axle twists and squirms, feeling like it's trying to make a break in freedom. But instead of separating yourself, instead fires the Super Snake forward like it has just tamed funny car. Accordingly, each straight line feels like a pulling strip and each traffic light set like a
Christmas tree, which you will count to start the full line. Of course, on the road you can't really drink these fantasies, but still Super Snake has the exact effect that you want a highly tuned muscle car has on you. The only element of a powertrain that doesn't quite live up to your expectations is supercharger noise. Once you've looked under the hood and seen a massive, polished
compressor, you'd expect to be an ever-present supercharger whine like its two screws to bully and crush the air into the engine cylinder, hypnotising you like you Mad Max staring at the charger atop one of the last V8s. And as the revolutions rise you want that whine to tear through the entire car. However, unfortunately the muted sound supercharger is only ever really audible on
rare occasions where you can use full throttle. Straight lines may be Super Snake's forte, but Shelby's upgrades allow it to shed some mustang muscle car handling properties. The ride is undoubtedly tougher than standard cars, but there's a feeling that you're riding with lots of rubber, wide tires absorbing the most severe gaps in the road beneath them. The body roll is greatly
reduced, but there's still enough movement to help you judge how much grip you have to play with – which is essential because the steering wheel won't help this department. Mustang size and weight are well hidden for the most part, but crests and big undulations emphasize that shock absorbers can't quite keep a full 1700kg-plus heft check all the time.&gt; Our top 10 best new
sports cars buy nowIn the standard form, multi-link rear suspension adopted in the current Mustang does a very good job of simulating the side movement of a live sharp of its predecessors. The work that shepherd does to super snake's chassis – that complete alignment and appropriate ride height changes rather than simply replacing springs and shock absorbers and leaving it
to that – makes the car feel much harder and gives you more influence over the rear tires. If the Super Snake front doesn't slip into the understeer, what can it do even on a reasonable path You now have the ability and confidence to use the engine to get the rear end moving and neutralize the car. And because of the motor potency, only the lightest tickle throttle is ever needed.
While the Super Snake is far from an accuracy tool, its chassis does a good job of stopping it completely inappropriately on UK roads. However, it is still unhinged and horrible as you want an 800bhp muscle car to be. But because it's Shelby, and comes with this origin, I can't think of a more sensible way to create something completely insane like this. Shelby Super Snake is not
cheap. It costs £107,000, it's the cost of a new Mustang plus £69,000 for conversion, an amount that would buy some pretty tasty alternatives. For price improvements alone you could buy an even more powerful komped Mustang from a Sutton bespoke. The basic CS800 Mustang costs £66,941.60 and is 825bhp. However, the Super Snake not only feels faster it's better, more
complete package than the CS800 we drove. And that particular car had a significant number of other innovations raising the price of the Super Snake-rivaling £101,734.78.If Super Snake power isn't impressive, but you like the sound of a tighter chassis, the Steeda's Q500 Enforcer might be your style. It may be only 480bhp, but with many chassis adjustments – from support
braces to rear axle location devices – it's the most enjoyable Mustang we've driven in the UK. 2020 Ford Mustang GT Premium Shelby Super Snake Bold Shelby Super Snake Bold 2D Coupe 5.0L V8 Ti-VCT 10-Speed Automatic RWDTraus Lime 12 LCD Digital Instrument w/ MyColor, 825 HORSE POWER, Active Anti-Theft System, Adaptive Cruise Control, Alloy Wheels,
AMERICAN SHELBY, Automatic High Beam, BACKUP CAMERA, Blind Spot Info System w/Cross-Traffic Alert, BLUETOOTH/ HANDSFREE, BOLD EDITION, Climate Controlled Heated/Cooled Front Seats, DRIVETUSCANY.COM, Engine Spun Aluminum Instrument Panel, Enhanced Security Package Equipment Group 401A, FORD F-SERIES, Ford Safe &amp; Smart
Package, Gauge Pack (Oil Pressure &amp; Vacuum), GT Performance Package, GT Premium, HD Radio, Heated Steering Wheel, Heavy-Duty Front Springs, Lane-Keeping System, Larger Brake Rotors, Larger Radiator, Leather Bucket Seats w/Color Accents, LIFETIME WINDOW TINT , Memory Driver Seat , Mirrors and Ambient Lighting, METRO FORD DIFFERENCE,
METROFORDOFOKC.COM, Mustang, NAVIGATION, Navigation System, OIL CHANGE LIFE, Pre-collision Assist w/ Pedestrian Detection, Premium Plus Package, Radio: B &amp;amp; O Sound System with Bang &amp; Olufsen, Rain-Sensing Windshiels Wipers, Shelby Super Snake, SiriusXM Radio, TUSCANY, Unique Stability Control, Voice-Activated Touch-Screen
Navigation System, WINDOW TINT. METRO FORD IS YOUR OKC FORD DEALERSHIP AT INTERSTATE 44 &amp; N. MAY AVENUE. OUR FORD DEALER MAKES A WIDE SELECTION OF NEW FORD MODELS USED IN FORD MODELS, &amp; ROUSH MODELS, BLACK WIDOW, ROCKY RIDGE MODELS, SHELBY, TUSCANY AND AS WELL AS A LARGE
SELECTION OWNED CAR CAR USED TRUCKS, FORD OEM PARTS, ORIGINAL FORD PARTS, &amp; FORD CAR REPAIR SERVICE. WITH EACH PURCHASE WE OFFER METRO FORD THE DIFFERENCE, WHERE ALL CARS COME WITH OIL CHANGES FOR LIFE (SYNTHETIC OIL CHANGES INCUR COSTS), WINDOW TONE FOR LIFE AND MUCH MORE! WE
PROUDLY SELL FORDS IN OKOGUL INCLUDING SALES OF FORD IN OKLAHOMA CITY (OKC), FORD IN EDMOND, FORD IN MOORE, FORD NORMAN, FORD IN CHOCTAW, FORD MIDWEST CITY, FORD IN YUKON, FORD IN MUSTANG, FORD IN PIEMONT, FORD IN DEER CREEK, FORD GUTHRIE AND ANYWHERE IN OUR GREAT STATE OF OK! WEL ALSO
HAS DISCOUNTED RATES ON DELIVERY IN THE DALLAS AND FORT WORTH AREA! BE SURE TO SHOP YOUR OKLAHOMA FORD DEALERSHIP TO ME OR YOUR NEAREST FORD DEALER, METRO FORD, FOR YOUR NEXT FORD PURCHASE! YOU CAN ALSO SHOP AT FORD ONLINE WWW.METROFORD.COM. The sales price includes all applicable discounts
and concessional financing: $1,750 - Retail Customer Cash. Exp. 03/31/2021 $500 - 2021 First Responder Bonus Cash. Exp. 01/03/2022 $500 – Special Special
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